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Abstract

We are investigating a formal representation of time
units� calendars� and time unit instances as restricted
temporal entities for reasoning about repeated activ�
ities� We examine characteristics of time units� and
provide a categorization of the hierarchical relations
among them� Hence we de�ne an abstract hierar�
chical unit structure �a calendar structure� that ex�
presses speci�c relations and properties among the
units that compose it� Speci�c time objects in the
time line are represented based on this formalism�
including non�convex intervals corresponding to re�
peated activities� A goal of this research is to be able
to represent and reason e�ciently about repeated ac�
tivities�

� Introduction

The motivation for this work is to ultimately be able
to reason about schedulable� repeated activities� spec�
i�ed using calendars� Examples of such activities
include going to a speci�c class every Tuesday and
Thursday during a semester� attending a seminar ev�
ery �rst day of a month� and going to �tness classes
every other day� De�ning a precise representation and
developing or adapting known e�cient algorithms to
this domain would provide a valuable framework for
scheduling systems� �nancial systems� process con�
trol systems and in general date�based systems� We
search for a more general� and formalized representa�
tion of the temporal entities than in previous work�
We explore further the date concept� building a struc�
ture that formalizes dates in calendars�
Schedulable activities are based on conventional

systems called calendars� We use as a departure point
	calendar
 in the usual sense of the word� Examples
of calendars include the traditional Gregorian calen�
dar� university calendars� and business calendars� the
last two groups being de�ned in terms of the Gre�
gorian� The framework we de�ne concerns a generic
calendar abstract structure� which subsumes the men�
tioned calendars� and arguably any system of mea�
sures based on discrete units� Calendars can be con�
sidered as repetitive� cyclic temporal objects� We de�
�ne an abstract structure that formalizes calendars as
being composed of time units� which are related by a

decomposition relation� The decomposition relation is
a containment relation involving repetition and other
speci�c characteristics� Time units decompose into
contiguous sequences of other time units in various
ways� A calendar structure is a hierarchical struc�
ture based on the decomposition of time units� This
structure expresses relationships that hold between
time units in several calendars� We refer to the con�
cept of time unit instances� and distinguish di�erent
levels of instantiation� Whereas 	month
 refers to a
time unit class� 	June
 is referred to as a named time
unit� June is one of the � occurrences of the notion
of month with respect to year� and viewed extension�
ally it represents the set of all possible occurrences of
June� Finally� 	June ����
 is one speci�c instance of
a month�

� Related work

Our formalism deals with time units� which are a
special kind of time interval with inherent durations�
Therefore we base our work on time intervals as the
basic temporal objects ���� In ���� the time point al�
gebra is developed� based on the notion of time point
in place of interval� Computation of the closure of
pairwise time�interval relations in the full interval al�
gebra is NP�complete� whereas the time point alge�
bra has a polynomial closure algorithm� However the
time point algebra is less expressive than the inter�
val algebra� certain disjunctive combinations of rela�
tions are not expressible with the time point algebra�
Nonetheless� some applications do not require the full
expressive power of the interval algebra� and can ben�
e�t from e�cient �albeit less expressive� representa�
tions� Hence it is of interest to study restrictions of
the interval algebra�
The present framework deals with restricted kinds

of intervals within a hierarchical structure� The in�
tent is that the hierarchy provide a basis for obtain�
ing e�cient algorithms for certain operations� �This
may be contrasted with ���� which considers a hierar�
chical structure in the general interval algebra�� Non�
convex intervals �intervals with 	gaps
� are employed
in ��� ��� when using time units in a repetitive way
or when referring to recurring periods� The time unit
hierarchy proposed in our work generalizes ����� in
that temporal objects can be represented by any se�



quence of composed time units� as opposed to �xed in
Ladkin�s approach� Moreover� we are able to combine
systems of measurement� and so talk about the third
month of a company�s business year as corresponding
with June in the Gregorian calendar� ���� also does
not take into account the varying duration of speci�c
time instances� a matter addressed and formalized in
our work� In addition we address the varying dura�
tion of speci�c time instances� ���� also elaborate on
the notions of non�convex interval relations de�ned in
��� ��� while ���� proposes a generalization of non�
convex intervals� Leban et� al� ���� deals with repe�
tition and time units� This work relies on sequences
of consecutive intervals combined into 	collections
�
The collection representation makes use of 	primitive
collections
 �essentially circular lists of integers�� and
two basic operators� slicing and dicing� which subdi�
vide an interval and select a subinterval respectively�
Poessio and Brachman ���� are mainly concerned with
the implementation of algorithms to detect overlap�
ping repeated activities� This work relies on temporal
constraint satisfaction results and algorithms ���� ����
also introduces the concept of using dates as reference
intervals to make constraint propagation further e��
cient� We envision our proposed formalism provides
a useful framework to follow this idea� ��� exposes
a set theoretic structure for the time domain with a
calendar perspective� It formalizes the temporal do�
main with sets of 	constructed intervallic partitions

which have a certain parallel to our decomposition
into contiguous sequences of intervals� However� this
formalization is more restricted than ours and can not
handle the Gregorian nor general calendars�
��� and ��� propose formalizations that deal with

calendars and time units� These two papers are in�
terestingly related to our research� even though they
have evolved independently� These works are ana�
lyzed and compared with our research in the Sec�
tion ��

� Time units and time unit instances

The central element of our formalism is that of a time
unit� Time units represent classes of time intervals�
each with certain commonalties and which interact
in a limited number of ways� For example� year and
month are time units� Something common to every
year is that it decomposes into a constant number of
months� A characteristic of month is that it decom�
poses into a non�constant number of days� which vary
according to the instance of the month�
Properties that are common to time units deter�

mine the time unit class attributes� In ��� ��� the
identi�er of a time unit class and the �general� du�
ration are presented� Relative and general durations
are compared and the concept of an atomic time unit
is introduced� Time unit instances and their number�
ing and naming is described as well� All attributes
are formally de�ned in a functional way� We here

present a summary of these concepts with examples
from the Gregorian calendar�

Identi�er of a time unit The �rst attribute of
the time unit class is a unique identi�er� a time unit
name� for example year or month� We distinguish
time unit names when the time units have the same
duration but di�er in their origin� For example� years
in the Gregorian calendar start in January� but aca�
demic years� in university calendars in the northern
hemisphere� start in September� Year and academic
year are two di�erent time units� which have several
properties in common�

Duration Time units inherently involve durations�
a time unit expressly represents a standard adopted
to measure periods of time� Di�erent time unit in�
stances of the same time unit class can have di�erent
durations� For example di�erent months have dif�
ferent number of days� from � to ��� Accordingly�
the attribute representing a duration of a class is a
range of possible values� We represent this range by
a pair of integers� the extremes of the range of pos�
sible lengths any time unit instance can have� Thus�
month as a class has a duration of ��� ����
A duration referred to as general will be expressed

in a basic unit� common to all the time units in one
calendar� For example� using day as a common or
basic unit� month has a �general� duration of ��� ���
days� A speci�c month� for example� February �����
has a duration of � days� We also de�ne another
kind of duration� a duration relative to another time
unit� An important reason why �general� durations
of all time units in a calendar are de�ned based on
the same basic measure unit is to be able to compare
them� This notion plays a fundamental role in the
partial order among time units in the same calendar
or variants of a calendar�
Time units decompose into smaller units up to

a �nite level at which a time unit is atomic � a
non�divisible interval� When the time interval is
non�decomposable it is called a time moment� follow�
ing ��� Time units therefore model time in a dis�
crete fashion� Time units may be considered atomic
in one application and decomposable into smaller
time units in other applications� depending on the
intended granularity for the application �����

Instance names and numbers The name or
number of a time unit instance can be expressed in
several ways� Similar to durations� the name is rela�
tive to another time unit� a reference time unit� For
example� a day instance can be named from Sunday
to Saturday or numbered � to � if week is the refer�
ence time unit of day� �Names can be thought of as
synonyms for the numbers�� Instances of time units
which do not have any reference time unit are num�
bered relative to a conventional reference point or zero
point of the calendar� for example the Christian Era
for the Gregorian calendar�



The ordered set of all the possible names the in�
stances of a time unit can take within a reference can
be expressed extensionally� by a sequence of names �if
there are names associated to the time unit class�� or
a pair of numbers representing the range of maximum
possible instance numbers of a class� This sequence
�or pair of numbers� is an attribute of the time unit
class� A particular instance name or number of a time
unit within a reference re�ects the relative position
of the instance within the reference� given a certain
origin where counting of instance values starts� For
example� months are counted from � to �� in a year
in the Gregorian calendar� starting from �� But� in
the case of months counted within an academic year�
the origin of numbering is not month number �� but
rather the �th �or September�� so the �rd month of
a academic year is the ��th month of all the possi�
ble months name sequence �or November�� Circular
counting is assumed� More detail appears in ����

��� Decomposition of time units

The primary relation among time units is that of de�
composition� When A decomposes into B� A will be
referred to as the composed time unit� and B will
be referred to as the component unit� For exam�
ple� a year decomposes into months and a month into
days� Also a month decomposes into weeks� a week
into days� etc� Clearly there are di�erent kinds of
decompositions� a year decomposes exactly into �
months� whereas a month decomposes in a non�exact
way into weeks� since the extreme weeks of the month
may be complete or incomplete weeks� We propose
that all these variations in the decomposition relation
can be captured with two di�erent aspects of the re�
lation� alignment and constancy� A time unit may
decompose into another in an aligned or non�aligned
fashion� The decomposition is aligned just when the
composed time unit starts exactly with the �rst com�
ponent and �nishes exactly with the last component�
Consequently� a certain number of complete compo�
nents �t exactly into the composed time unit� Ex�
amples of aligned decompositions include year into
months� month into days� and week into day� Exam�
ples of non�aligned decompositions include year into
weeks andmonth into weeks� Figure � shows a graphi�
cal picture of aligned and non�aligned decomposition�
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Figure �� Graphical representation of Alignment

A time unit may decompose into another in a con�
stant or non�constant fashion� The decomposition is
constant when the component time unit is repeated

a constant number of times for every time unit in�
stance� Examples of constant decompositions include
year into months and week into days� Examples of
non�constant decompositions include month into days
and year into days�
There are four possible combinations resulting

from these two aspects of alignment and constancy�
These combinations cover examples from the various
calendars analyzed� �Arguably� all the relationships
of interest in such systems are covered by the variants
resulting from combining alignment and constancy of
decomposition�
We analyze the composition �or product�� inter�

section �or sum� and inverse of decomposition rela�
tions� For example� if two aligned decomposition re�
lations are multiplied� the resulting decomposition re�
lation is also aligned� For example year decomposes
into month� month decomposes into day� These two
�aligned� decomposition relations can be composed
�or multiplied� to obtain the �aligned� decomposition
relation of year into day�
It should be noticed that these three operations

�composition� intersection and inverse� are de�ned
among decomposition between time unit classes�
This is to be contrasted to the relational algebras
de�ned in the literature and constraint propagation
algorithms� which deal with relations between time
intervals in the time line� i�e�� at the instance level
�for example ��� ��� ����� A detailed study of these
operations appears in ����

��� Calendar Structures� time unit
hierarchies

A calendar structure is a pair� a set of time units and
a decomposition relation� We obtained the following
result�

Theorem � �Decomposition	 The decomposition
relation is a particular case of containment	 and con�
stitutes a partial order on the set of time units in a
calendar


Therefore� a calendar structure is de�ned as a con�
tainment time unit hierarchy� The structure is de�
�ned so that variants of a speci�c calendar can be de�
�ned in terms of a basic one� Such would be the case
of a university or business calendar� based on the Gre�
gorian calendar� Such calendars have the same time
units as the basic one� with possible new time units or
a di�erent conventional beginning point� For exam�
ple� many university calendars would have a semester
time unit� where the academic year begins in Septem�
ber� Since calendar structures are partial orders� they
can be represented by a directed acyclic graph� The
set of nodes in a calendar structure represents the
set of time units� Edges represent the decomposition
relation� The intended application of use of the cal�
endar structure determines which level of time units
is included�



Chains We develop a categorization based on the
subrelations of decomposition� i�e� considering only
constant�aligned decompositions� or aligned only� or
constant only� Calendar substructures� composed
of chains result from these subrelations� The term
	chains
 appears in ����� however there chains are
de�ned on time intervals on the time line� In our
case we are referring to chains of time unit classes�
Nonetheless� chains of time unit classes are directly
related to expressions that represent time unit in�
stances� and in�uence greatly in e�ciency matters�
To give an example� the operation of converting time
unit instances from one time unit to another will be
more e�cient when the time units intervening in the
time unit instance expression decompose in a con�
stant�aligned way� divisions and multiplications can
be done� whereas it is necessary to have some iter�
ative process of additions or subtractions when the
decomposition is not exact�

A chain is a consecutive linear sequence of time
units� such that each one decomposes into any other
in the chain in the same way� Hence all time units
in an aligned chain decompose in an aligned way�
etc� A calendar structure can be organized accord�
ing to these chains� There is a di�erent subgraph
associated to each type of decomposition� For exam�
ple� Figure  shows the Gregorian calendar structure
characterized by two aligned chains� ����centuries	
��centuries	 century	 year	 month	 day	 hour� and
����centuries	 week	 day	 hour�� In this �gure we
can observe there are three common nodes to both
chains� ���centuries�day and hour�
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Figure � Aligned Gregorian calendar substructure

We refer to the subgraph that results from orga�
nizing the calendar structures according to a certain
type of chain as a calendar substructures of that par�
ticular type of decomposition �constant� aligned or
constant�aligned�� Therefore a chain of a certain type
is composed by all those time units in the hierarchy
that form a path in the corresponding calendar sub�
structure�

��� A language of the set of time units

We de�ne a language of time units based on the fact
that calendar structures can be organized in con�
stant�aligned� constant or aligned chains� Together
with the organization of calendar structures in chains�
we distinguish special time units as primitive� The
set of primitive time units includes one time unit per
chain in a minimalway� Hence� in case that all chains
have at least one common node� the primitive set is a
singleton� It was proved ��� that any calendar struc�
ture can be extended �i�e� added time units� so that
there is such unique common time unit to all chains�
for any type of chain� For example� if the Gregorian
calendar is organized as in Figure � there are three
minimal sets of primitive time units� fhourg� fdayg
or f���centuriesg�
The main idea of this language is that all time

units in the structure can be recursively constructed
starting from a set of primitive time units� decompos�
ing or composing them� with decomposition limited
to an aspect �for example only aligned��
The symbols that are used in this language are� A

set of primitive time units� PRIM � fP� P�� P�� � � �g�
a set of special symbols� f�� �� �� �g a set
of �possibly in�nitely many� constants� CONS �
fsecond�minute� hour� ���g and a language to express
durations� DUR � fd j d � N�g � f�d�� d�� j
d�� d� � N� and d� � d�g� The language is de�ned�
�� If P � PRIM� then P � TUS�
� If C � CONS� then C � TUS�
�� If T � TUS and D � DUR then �T �D� � TUS�
�� If T � TUS and D � DUR then �T�D� � TUS�
�� Those are all the possible elements of TUS�

Brie�y� T � �S �D� when T is composed of a con�
tiguous sequence of D S�s and T � �S�D� when D
contiguous T �s compose S� For example� if we orga�
nize the Gregorian calendar with aligned chains� the
following is a possible interpretation of the language�
PRIM � fdayg� month � day � ��� ���� year �

day � ����� ���� � month � �� hour �
day��� twoday � day � � trimester � month � ��
Generally we consider only one time unit as prim�

itive� It is convenient to include constants into
the language� We abuse notation in that we name
constants� which are part of the alphabet of sym�
bols� by the name of the domain elements� Thus
if � is an interpretation function� � � TUS �
Calendar �� Time units in the calendar� For ex�
ample ��month�Gregorian� � month�� ��month �
�� University� � trimester�� As long as it does not
lead to ambiguities� we will not make an explicit use
of this interpretation function in this paper� Using
the same strings for constants and domain elements
appears elsewhere� for example ����

����� Named time units

As discussed in previous sections� there is more
than one level of time unit instantiation� For exam�



ple� a subclass of month in the Gregorian calendar
could be the fourth month �synonym of April�� This
does not represent a speci�c month yet� We call April
a named�month� and viewed extensionally� it repre�
sents the set of all speci�c instances of the month
	April
� A speci�c instance would be 	April ����
�
To be able to express speci�c instances we de�ne cal�
endar expressions in the next section�
Named time units are dependent on the time unit�

a reference time unit and a position within the refer�
ence� Names and numbers are functions de�ned on
the sets of time units� and some involving instances
as well� We write name�T�R�X� to represent the
Xth 	named�T
 within the reference time unit R�
such that R decomposes into T � If X is outside
permissible values� or if the time unit has no asso�
ciated names with that reference name�T�R�X� rep�
resents an inconsistent value ���� Examples of this
function include name�month� year� �� � March��
name�month� academic year� �� � November��
name�day� week� �� � �� Numbered�time units
are de�ned in an analogous way� For example
number�month� year� �� � ��� A function related
to named and numbered time units is the last pos�
sible value� Some cases� as already explained� will
not provide a unique value� but a range of last
values� In those cases there exists a unique last
value only at the instance level �and not at the
class level�� For example� last name�month� year� �
December�� last number�day�month� � ��� ����
last number instance�day� February ����� � ��

� Calendar expressions

A goal of our research is to represent and reason with
time unit instances� that is� the temporal counterpart
of single or repeated activities occurring in the time
line� We want to express these time entities in terms
of days� weeks� hours� etc� relative to certain conven�
tional calendars� Calendar structures above de�ned
provide a formal apparatus of units on which to rep�
resent a date�based temporal counterpart of activi�
ties� Intervals� time points and moments in the time
line will be represented in terms of these units� Spe�
ci�c time objects are expressed based on the time
units in a calendar structure� via calendar expres�
sions� A basic calendar expression is de�ned by a
conventional beginning reference point or zero point
associated to the calendar� and a �nite sequence of
pairs� Z 	 ��t�� x��� � � � � �tn� xn��� Each pair �ti� xi�
contains a time unit ti from the calendar structure
and a numeric expression xi� Numeric expressions
include numbers and variables ranging over the set
of integers� The pairs in the sequence are ordered
so that any time unit in a pair decomposes into the
time unit in the following pair in the sequence� We
also de�ne duration expressions� These are similar to
calendar expressions in that they consist of a list of
pairs �time unit	value�� but have no beginning refer�

ence point nor included variables� The operation of
adding a duration expression to a calendar expression
de�nes a new calendar expression�


�� A language for simple and repetitive
time unit instances� calendar
expressions

The formal de�nition of the language of calendar ex�
pressions is presented next� The language of duration
expressions is not introduced here for space reasons�
it follows a similar style as the calendar expressions
language� The decomposition relation is used in the
de�nitions� The same kind of decomposition used to
de�ne the time units in the calendar structure �and
therefore the time units language� TUS� is used in
these languages�
The language of calendar expressions CALXS� uses

the following� A conventional zero point� Z� a set of
special symbols f	� �� �� �� �� 
� �� �� Lastg� a set
of time units �TUS�� a set of variables �VAR�� which
will be ranging in the set of positive naturals� a set
of duration expressions�DURXS�� and can be de�ned
as�
�� If T � TUS� X � N� � VAR then �Z 	

��T�X��� � CALXS�
� If T�� T� � TUS� such that T� decom�

poses into T�� X� � N� � VAR � fLastg
and Z 	 �CX� �T�� X��� � CALXS� then �Z 	
�CX� �T�� X��� �T�� X���� � CALXS�

�� If CX�
�
v � � CALXS� where

�
v are the variables

in CX� then �CX�
�
v � where Exp�

�
v �� � CALXS�

Exp�
�
v � is an expression constraining

�
v �

�� If CX� andCX� �CALXS then �CX��CX���
�CX� 
 CX��� �CX��CX�� � CALXS�
�� If CX � CALXS and DX � DURXS then

�CX  DX� � CALXS�
�� These are all the possible elements of CALXS�


�� Examples of calendar expressions

The following examples express calendar expressions
in the Gregorian calendar� The zero point is the be�
ginning of the Christian Era �CE��
�� CE	��year�X�� �month� ���� The fourth month

within any year� �Viewed extensionally� it represents
the set of all speci�c instances of the month 	April
��
X is a non�quanti�ed variable�
� CE 	 ��year� ������ �week� ���� �day� ���� The

�th day within the ��th week of the year �����
The last time unit in the sequence provides the pre�

cision of the time unit instance� Thus� in Example �
above� the precision is month� It can also be observed
that a calendar expression with no variables is a sin�
gle convex interval� a time unit instance of the last
time unit in the calendar expression� Consequently�
Z	��t�� x��� � � � � �tn� xn�� is a �single� tn�instance� Ex�
ample  above is a �single� day�instance�



A calendar expression with variables represents a
set of time unit instances� These sets of intervals are
the temporal counterpart of a date�based repeated
activity� a speci�c case of a non�convex interval� as
de�ned in ��� � Thus� CE 	 ��year�X�� �day� �����
represents a non�convex interval� and the subintervals
are the days numbered ���th� As well� when there
are variables in the calendar expression� these can
be constrained with logic�mathematical expressions�
This example can be extended to�
�� CE 	 ��year� Y �� �day� ����� where �Y �

��� and Y � ������ The ���th day from the begin�
ning of each year after ��� and before ����� Hence
starting and ending times of non�convex intervals can
be expressed straightforwardly�
Another extension to the language of calendar ex�

pressions consists of applying set operations �union�
intersection and di�erence� to combine non�convex
intervals� viewing non�convex intervals as sets of
subintervals� �limit cases could produce an empty set
of intervals� which we consider a limit case of calendar
expression�� The following illustrate this possibility�
�� CE 	 ��year� ������ �month� ���� �day�X�� 


CE 	 ��year� ������ �week�W �� �day� Tuesday���
Tuesdays of November �����
�� CE 	 ��year� ������ �month� ���� �day�X�� �

�CE 	 ��year� ������ �month�W �� �day� Y �� where

�Y � � or Y � �� �� Days of November ����
which are not Saturdays nor Sundays� i�e�� weekdays
of November ����� Saturday and Sunday are abbre�
viations of certain days numbers as numbered within
week� � represents set di�erence�
Finally we also allow calendar expressions to be

moved �or displaced� by adding a certain �convex�
interval� For example� October ���� plus one month
is November ����� We use duration expressions to
express moved expressions� For example�
�� CE 	 ��year� ������ �month� ���� �day� ���  

��day� ���� The �th day of November is moved � days�
resulting in the ��th day of November �����
�� CE 	 ��year� ������ �month�X�� �day� ���  

��day� ��� The ��th day of every month in �����
It is worth noticing that ��month� ��� is a dura�

tion expression representing one month� On the con�
trary� CE 	 ��year� Y �� �month� ���� stands for the
non�convex interval of all January�s� Named time
units are precluded as a valid duration�
The following examples show how to represent

slightly more elaborated periodicity patterns�
�� CE	 ��year� ������ �week ��W �� �day� ���� Ev�

ery other Monday of �����
�� CE 	 ��year� ������ �month�M �� �day� Last���

Last day of every month� 	Last
 is based on the
last number function above presented�
Examples ��  and � above are accounted by rules �

and  of the language� Rule � allows to have calendars
with variables that are constrained� as in example
�� Examples � and � are covered by rule �� Finally
examples � and � correspond to rule ��


�� Semantics of calendar expressions

A set�based semantics is proposed for these lan�
guages� Interpretation of duration expressions and
calendar expressions is based on an interpreted cal�
endar structure� Recall that we conventionally name
constants in the language of the time units �TUS� as
the elements in the domain� i�e� as the time units in
the calendar� Therefore� for the sake of a more clear
presentation we will omit the application of an inter�
pretation function when referring to interpreted time
units whenever this does not lead to ambiguities� Ex�
amples will be made within the Gregorian calendar�
Hence the zero point Z will be interpreted as year zero
of the Christian Era �CE��
A duration expression is interpreted as a convex

interval in the time line� Comparison� addition and
subtraction of duration expressions are de�ned� Ad�
dition and subtraction can be viewed as translations
or displacements in the time line� Limit cases� cir�
cular counting� di�erence in precision� etc� are taken
into account� This is not presented in this paper�
Calendar expressions are interpreted as sets of in�

tervals in the time line� Let ! be a function interpret�
ing calendar expressions� �We omit here the speci��
cation of the calendar to simplify this presentation�
and again will provide examples from the Gregorian
Calendar�� then ! � CALXS �� time intervals�

�� !�Z 	 ��T�X��� �

a� If X � N�� the singleton with the Xth oc�
currence of the interval T starting from !�Z�� For
example� !�Z 	 ��year� ������� � fyear ����g�

b� If X is a variable� the set of time intervals T
starting from !�Z�� i�e�

S�
X��!�Z 	 ��T�X���� For

example� !�Z 	 ��year� Y ��� � set with every year
since CE � N��

� !�Z 	 �CX� �T�� X��� �T�� X���� �

a� If X� � N�� the set of Xth
� subintervals T�

within each interval in the set !�Z 	 �CX� �T�� X�����
For example� !�Z 	 ��year� Y �� �month�April��� �
fApril �	 April �	 � � �g�

b� If X� � Last� the set of Lth subinter�
vals T� within each interval in the set !�Z 	
�CX� �T�� X����� where L � last number�T�� T��
as de�ned in Section ����� above� For exam�
ple !�Z 	 ��year� Y �� �month� Last��� � f Decem�
ber �	 December �	 � � �g� In case T� decom�
poses into T� in a non�constant way� L depends
on X� and possibly on CX� For example !�Z 	
��year� ���� �month�M �� �day� Last��� � fJanuary ��
����	 February �� ����	 � � �g�

c� If X is a variable� the set of all time in�
tervals T� within each interval in the set !�Z 	

�CX� �T�� X����� i�e�
SL

X��!�Z 	 �CX� �T�� X�����
where L � last number�T�� T��� For example� !�Z	



��year� ������ �month�M ��� � fJanuary ����	 Febru�
ary ����	 � � � 	 December ���� g�

�� !�CX�
�
v � where Exp�

�
v �� �

S
�

v j Exp�
�

v �
!�CX�

�
v ���

For example� !�Z 	 ��year� ���� �month�M �� where
�M � � and M � �� � � fApril ����	 May ����g�

�� !�CX� � CX�� � !�CX�� � !�CX��
!�CX� 
 CX�� � !�CX�� 
 !�CX��
!�CX��CX�� � !�CX���!�CX��

See examples in Section �� above�

�� !�CX  DX� �S
T��DX��Interval�� � Interval � !�CX�

Addition of a duration expression is interpreted as a
translation �T � or displacement of all the subinter�
vals denoted by the calendar expression� eventually
a single one �!�CX��� by a distance de�ned by the
duration expression �!�DX��� See examples in Sec�
tion �� above�

� Alternative proposals dealing with
calendars

��� by Chandra et�al� present a language of 	calendar
expressions
 to de�ne� manipulate and query what
they call 	calendars
� In terms of terminology used�
their and our proposals coincidentally refer to 	calen�
dars
 and 	calendar expressions
� The notions how�
ever are of a di�erent nature� the two researches have
evolved completely independently�
We refer to 	calendar
 in the usual sense� where

the Gregorian calendar or a university calendar are
possible examples� On the other hand� their 	calen�
dars
 are structured collections of intervals� as de�
�ned in ����� The di�erence between both 	calendar
expressions
 is more subtle� Both calendar expres�
sions de�ne� in di�erent ways� lists of points and in�
tervals in the time line� However� our expressions
are of a more declarative nature� whereas their ex�
pressions are closer to a procedure to obtain such in�
tervals� For example� we express the collection of
Fridays as� CE 	 ��year� Y �� �week�W �� �day� ����
The calendar expressions in ��� are meant as a way of
creating and manipulating their 	calendars
 �i�e�� col�
lections of intervals�� ����DAYS�during�WEEKS ex�
presses the Fridays collection in their language� There
are two operations involved here� selection and the
strict foreach operation �or dicing� as de�ned in �����
with the operator during�
We have continued further a formal de�nition of

the domain and languages� On the other hand� Chan�
dra et al��s work includes a description of an algorithm
to parse their expressions and generate a procedu�
ral plan to produce an evaluation plan� implemented
in Postgress� As well� they outline how to incorpo�
rate calendar expressions to temporal rules in a tem�
poral data base� We have not dealt with temporal

databases� however it is perceived as an area in which
to apply our framework�
Ciapessoni et al� ��� de�ne a many sorted �rst

order logic language� augmented with temporal op�
erators and a metric of time� The language is an
extension of a speci�cation language TRIO ���� We
will focus the present discussion on the semantics of
their system� specially in the extension they provide
to embed time granularities in the language� At this
stage of our research� this is where we see the two
works as being comparable�
The semantics of the language in ��� includes a

temporal universe which consists of a �nite set of
disjoint and di�erently grained 	temporal domains
�
Each temporal domain contains temporal instants ex�
pressed in the corresponding granularity� Time do�
mains relate with a granularity �or coarseness� rela�
tion and a disjointedness relation�
Very brie�y� our 	time units classes
 are related to

their 	time domains
� our 	decomposition relation

to their 	granularity relation
� our 	repetition factor

to their 	conversion factor
� our 	aligned decomposi�
tion
 to their 	disjointedness
 relation� Another sim�
ilar characteristic in both proposals is the distinction
between time moments and durations �or displace�
ments in their terminology��
We deal with a more general concept of repetition

factor� In fact we extensively address non�constant
decomposition� We emphasize how to express tem�
poral entities based on dates with the conventions of
the Gregorian and other calendars� At the present
stage we specially address the formal representation
and reasoning about repetitive temporal terms� As
well� we believe that our abstraction of decomposition
with only two characteristics �constancy and align�
ment� de�nes the relations of interest between the
time unit classes in a more general way� as compared
to the distinction of di�erent relations in ����

� Discussion

The goal of this work is to be able to represent
and reason e�ciently about repeated activities us�
ing the formalism� We have de�ned a hierarchical
structure of time units� emphasizing on decomposi�
tion among the time units� We take into considera�
tion the distinction between time unit classes� named
time units and speci�c time unit instances� �for ex�
ample 	month
� 	August
� and 	August ����
�� A
characterization of the hierarchical structure consid�
ers subrelations of decomposition� according to the
di�erent aspects of decomposition� aligned� constant�
and constant�aligned� A path in such a substructure
is referred to as a chain� where all time units decom�
pose in the same way� Chains constitute the basis we
use to de�ne a formal language to characterize time
units�
We also introduce a language to represent time

unit instances� called calendar expressions� These ex�



pressions provide for a straightforward way of rep�
resenting the temporal counterpart of repeated ac�
tivities� We envision that reasoning with calendar
expressions based on time units in one chain will
produce very e�cient operations� Constant�aligned
chains are expected to be particularly e�cient�
Currently we are working on further formalizing

useful operations between calendar expressions� A
set based semantics has been provided for such ex�
pressions� We are investigating alternative seman�
tic characterizations� We are also considering adding
more expressive power to the language to consider
for example expressions that add uncertainty� as for
example 	twice a week
� Important future research
includes studying algorithms that would best �t with
this formalism� so that we may obtain e�cient in�
ferences when reasoning about repeated activities�
Algorithms developed for qualitative and�or quanti�
tative temporal constraint satisfaction problems� or
variations� could be considered in this matter� A
language which allows one to de�ne time units of
a variant calendar� such as a university calendar� in
terms of a basic calendar� such as the Gregorian� is
under study also� Finally� we believe that the for�
malism de�ned represents a generic approach� appro�
priate to ultimately reason e�ciently with repeated
events within any measurement system based on dis�
crete units that relate with a repetitive containment
relation� such as the Metric or Imperial systems�
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